
8 lessons of
8 years in TSW 

8 years.
2,922 days. 

70,128 hours..

That’s how long I have been in this community. 
Or close enough to it. 
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I wish I could tell you that I have it all figured out, to
be a TSW Fairy Godmother and magically sing-song
all of this pain away. I am sure many other advocates
in our community feel the same. But, it’s something

we can’t offer.
 

However, we can offer wisdom and comfort. 
And that’s what I am here to offer today.

 
This road is arduous, but with the right tools, you’ll
be able to navigate far better than I ever could back
in the day. We didn’t have tons of help or guidance.

There were rarely any voices on the internet or social
media. It was a lot of darkness, guessing, and fear. So,
I hope these next few lessons will get you set up for a

much more open, honest, and supported journey
through Topical Steroid Withdrawal.
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Lesson One 
As much as we try to find a solution, we will not
always find it in the words of others. The further

along you go, the more you will realize that everyone
is different. One person’s success could be another

person’s failure. 
If anyone tells you there is a definitive, absolute

solution to your suffering, they are not only
misleading, but a dangerous voice in the community.

Just because they went on a certain diet does not
mean it is the exact cure for Topical Steroid

Withdrawal. Many factors go into eczema, in itself,
and TSW is the same. Some factors that may play

into our condition are:

Environment
Microbiome (diet, nutrients)

Skin infections (bacterial, fungal, viral)
Genetics

Hormones
Mental/Emotional state

Allergies

No one journey is the same
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However, it is completely fine to lean on the group
and ask for advice. You just have to remember that

they are suggestions, not absolutes.
 

I encourage you to dive deep into your history, as
well, when thinking of what you’d like to try on your

journey. I know my gut was completely destroyed
with the amount of antibiotics and antifungals my

dermatologist had me on while I was using the topical
steroids. Yet, I never started to address it until now.

So, be strategic.  
 

In the end, try what you wish, especially if it helps
mentally, but do not expect to heal the exact way

someone else did if you follow exactly what they do. 
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Lesson Two 
It is so difficult to tell someone not to set goals 

(I love setting a goal), 
but healing is not linear. 

 
If you continue to place pins in future dates for

healing, you will be continually let down. It’s a day
by day, love-yourself-where-you-are-at process. I
upset myself more times than I can count when I

placed that need to be healed in a specific timeframe.
That timeframe never came. After every path I went
down, I was met with more questions and went right
back to the drawing board. So, be hopeful, but also

guarded. Manifest, but also find grace that some
things you try just won’t be the answer. Keep going. 

 
 

Expectation will destroy you
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Lesson Three 

I continued for years trying to heal naturally. I was
met with wall after wall. Even working with a

nutritionist who could see my specific needs in a stool
test didn’t mean immediate healing. There were pills
I needed to take to kill certain bacteria in my body
and my immune system could not handle them. I

would burn and flush even more, ooze pouring from
my face. I couldn’t catch a break even 7 years in. So,
I went on Dupixent. My sanity and emotional state
had taken enough of a beating. I needed relief. And

wow, what a difference. 
 
 

You are not a failure if you try 
a pharmaceutical drug
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This drug has allowed me to continue on with my
nutritionist in hopes of addressing my gut issues

while allowing my body some respite. Because, even
though I have received some flak for taking this drug,

I don’t regret it and certainly should never live my
life the way someone else deems appropriate. 

 
It is MY journey, just like it is yours. No one is living

your life. No one is in your thoughts. No one else
knows what it is you are going through, personally. If
you are feeling at the end of your rope, do what you
need to do, even if that includes taking a drug like
Dupixent, Cyclosporine, or Rinvoq. You must weigh

the pros and cons for yourself. 
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Lesson Four 
Be the person you needed before you went into

Topical Steroid Withdrawal. 
 

It can feel scary and daunting, but your story can
save someone else from going down your same path.

Our biggest source is prevention of our condition and
one way to do that is to be an advocate. Be brave. It
feels wonderful when you learn that your courage

helped steer someone else clear of using topical
steroids long term. 

 
I know it helps me in my own journey. It brings

purpose to this pain. It also allows others in your life
to understand a bit more what it is you are going

through, and that you can do hard things. 

Telling your story could save a life
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Lesson Five 
It took me awhile to realize this lesson. 

 
When we enter a dermatologist’s office, or a western

medicine doctor’s office, we cannot expect for them to
give us a massive handbook on all the therapies out

there for us. Their toolbox is very small. They are not
educated in alternative therapies (having been mostly

educated that topical steroids are the first-line
treatment) and certainly can’t prescribe them on a

prescription sheet. 
 

Dermatologists have a small window of time to assess
your skin, superficially, and offer you a management

regimen. That’s it. So please, do not go to them in
hopes of receiving anything else but a western

solution to your skin issues. 
 

Dermatologists are not holistic doctors
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Lesson Six 

If you have any type of infection, be it bacterial,
fungal, or viral, they are the people to turn to for
help. They can swab your skin and have it tested.

They have the ability to write prescriptions for these
medications. 

 
Some infections, like eczema herpeticum, are life

threatening and can’t be left to go away on their own.
So, do your best to find a doctor you can trust. You

will need them on your journey. 
 
 

But dermatologists are necessary 
for treating infections
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Lesson Seven 
There are some cases in our community where after

months or a few years, a TSW patient will be
completely free of eczema. It is the fairytale ending
we all want. I know I did. I expected it (remember

what I said about expectation?). 
 

But it’s not the case for everyone. I encourage you to
do what your gut tells you do to, whether that is give
it time or seek out help from a medical professional. I

know why some say to just “give it time” – mostly
because the financial cost can be horrendous (pretty

sure over these past 8 years, I have spent about $20k
on my skin). However, some of us do have underlying
issues that need to be addressed and sitting around
waiting for a miracle is not going to solve them. Do
what you can with the time you have, the resources
you care to use, and the strength you can muster. 

Time doesn’t always heal
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Lesson Eight 

There is a massive mental component to this. It is not
all physical. When you are feeling down and

desperate, weary or suicidal, do not hesitate in
seeking therapy. 

 
Our mental health takes a beating. And know it is
never weak to ask for help. It takes immense self-
awareness. Being able to off the burden of your
thoughts and emotions to a professional can be

lifesaving. Whether they are able to offer you tools,
like breathwork and journaling to calm your anxiety,

or offer you medication like antidepressants or
antianxiety pills, do whatever it is you need to save

your mental fortitude. 
 

Therapy is medicine
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Bonus 

Anyone who is supporting you… needs support.
 

Remember to show them gratitude, give them open
space to vent or share their own struggles during the

withdrawal process. 
 

Figure out ways to lean on one another. I know it is
hard, but it’s a partnership and they need mental and

emotional help, too. 
 
 

Remember your partners and 
loved ones feel this, too.
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I love you, I see you, I am you

If you need more resources, please visit
ITSAN.org

My YouTube (Briana Banos)
or my website
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xx Bri 
 


